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� Significant improvement in
dimensional accuracy of Inconel 718
thin channels produced by laser
powder fusion (LPBF) through a
multi-component optimization is
achieved.

� Roughness of flat surfaces tilted at 0�,
45�, 90� and 135� to the working
platform is optimized.

� Build direction effect on the quality of
inclined shaped channels is analysed
using computed tomography.

� Optimized LPBF contour parameters
in combination with modified
channel shapes allowed nearly ideally
round channels in all building
orientations for design of combustion
chambers for future aircraft engines.
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A laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) strategy was developed for manufacturing small channels with high
dimensional accuracy in Inconel 718 structures. Particular attention was paid to surface characteristics
such as equivalent diameter and shape factor. The inherent surface quality of external surfaces was opti-
mized by a systematic variation of the LPBF contour parameters as well as the channel cross-section. The
mean arithmetic roughness Sa was analysed for upskin, vertical and downskin surfaces with respect to
the build platform. Simultaneously, the effect of the build direction on the quality of internal free-
shaped surfaces was investigated on channels with diameters from 500 to 1000 mm and build orienta-
tions from the horizontal (0�) to vertical (90�). A significant improvement in dimensional accuracy was
achieved by using an optimized droplet-shaped cross-section that is scaled as a function with the build
inclination. An angular analysis of the surface roughness in different regions of the channels confirms that
this modified cross-section reduces the fraction of channel regions that show a particularly high surface
roughness due to inward melting. In combination with an optimized contour processing strategy, the
modified channel resulted in the best properties for inclinations below 45�. The shape factor increased
from 0.4 to almost 0.9, i.e., close to the ideally round shape.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is one of the preferred additive
manufacturing (AM) technologies for creating highly complex
metallic components directly from digital models by melting metal
powders layer-by-layer [1–3]. Geometrically demanding compo-
nents with integrated functional features such as precisely placed
cooling channels that are often very difficult, expensive or some-
times even impossible to manufacture with conventional manufac-
turing technologies can be produced by LPBF [4–6].

Processing Nickel-based alloys and, in particular, Inconel 718
(IN718) by LPBF has received a lot of attention in the last years
[7,8]. Inconel 718 is characterized by a high strength, good fatigue
properties as well as oxidation and corrosion resistance at elevated
temperatures of up to 700 �C [9,10]. For these reasons, convention-
ally manufactured IN718 is widely used for high temperature
applications in aerospace industry, gas turbines, turbocharger
rotors, nuclear reactors, highly-loaded rotating parts, and a variety
of other applications [11–13]. For example, IN718 is of interest for
use in aircraft engine components such as combustion chambers
with a modern cooling system consisting of multiple thin internal
channels [14–18]. For the latter applications, the surface roughness
and dimensional tolerance of internal channels are critical. Along
with the powder deposits on the walls, the roughness adversely
affects the functionality of the cooling systems and leads to a
decrease in the flow rate due to high friction, possible turbulence,
loss of pressure and loose particles that could damage other
equipment.

However, LPBF has certain drawbacks that require further
investigations and optimizing the processing parameters and
strategies for specific geometries and components. LPBF generally
leads to poor surface qualities caused by the staircase effect on
both upward- and downward-facing surfaces (i.e., due to discrete
layer thicknesses in generative processes) as well as coarse melt
tracks and adhering, incompletely molten powder particles [19].
The effect of the process parameters on the final part quality or
on related mechanical properties has been investigated in many
works for a variety of alloys. Fox et al. [20] researched the relation-
ship between surface roughness, laser power, scan speed, and
overhang angles in LPBF of stainless steel, reporting that the sur-
faces are dominated by partially molten powder particles and
material from re-solidified melt tracks. Especially downskin sur-
faces show very high roughness [20,21]. The influence of the build
angle on the produced surfaces is hard to tackle since the design of
the part itself can generally not be changed readily [22]. Moreover,
support structures may be needed on some part areas [23,24],
which leads to additional manufacturing steps due to support
removal and surface post-processing requirements. This can also
result in defects such as ridge formation, causing an even higher
surface roughness [25,26]. Several studies of LPBF surface qualities
have been motivated by the possibility of reducing residual stres-
ses [27–29].

Using processing parameters for the contour region that differ
from volume parameters can strongly improve the surface smooth-
ness [20,28–31]. In particular, the surface qualities of the widely-
used titanium alloy Ti–6Al–4 V produced with different LPBF
parameters have been studied in depth in several works (see,
e.g., Refs. [32–35]). Fewer works are available on the influence
and optimization of the LPBF process on the surface quality for
the family of Ni-based alloys. The roughness for Inconel 625 spec-
imens has been minimized by parameter optimization by Mumtaz
and Hopkinson [36]. They performed a full factorial analysis of the
top and side surface roughness of thin-wall parts and found that
parameter changes tending to decrease roughness on one surface
increase it on the other. Since roughness is often not only an aes-
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thetic issue but can also lead to crack nucleation, it is directly
linked with fatigue life. This was studied, for example, for Inconel
625 [37] and Inconel 718 [38]. Whip et al. [39] investigated the
relationship between contour process parameters and surface
roughness for LPBF Inconel 718 using both non-destructive and
destructive measurement techniques and showed that an under-
standing of surface roughness can be used to further process opti-
mization and to justify the qualification strategy for AM
components. Caiazzo et al. [40] studied the effect of volumetric
energy density on the surface roughness of LPBF Inconel 718 and
statistically analysed it in terms of optimality between internal
porosity of the parts and the quality of their top surface.

Several methods exist for improving surface quality through
mechanical and chemical post-processing treatments, but these
generally depend on the part geometry. Baicheng et al. [41], for
instance, showed significant reduction in the roughness of the
external LPBF IN718 surfaces using electrochemical polishing
methods. However, the final quality of LPBF parts with complex
internal surfaces is difficult to improve due to a lack of suitable
post-processing routes, requiring the surface qualities to be
improved rather through the use of optimized LPBF contour
parameters. Despite a few studies completed in this direction
[42–46], there is still a long way to go towards an accurate under-
standing of the influence of the process parameters on the result-
ing surface characteristics [19].

Numerous standard techniques are being used today for mea-
suring surface roughness, but most are inept at characterizing the
internal surfaces in freeform geometries. Non-destructive meth-
ods such as X-ray computed tomography (CT) significantly
expand the ability to analyse geometric accuracy. Stimson et al.
[15,16] and Snyder et al. [17] investigated CoCr and Inconel 718
coupons with internal channels fabricated by AM (i.e., laser-
based directed energy deposition (DED) in this case) for different
build directions with CT. Cylindrical channels were built in three
different orientations, while teardrop and diamond channels were
built horizontally. After analysis of internal surface roughness and
dimensionality from CT, the heat flux was tested on an experi-
mental facility, allowing a correlation between surface roughness,
friction factor and heat flux. Moreover, Klingaa et al. [18] investi-
gated channels with a diameter of 2 mm produced at different
inclinations by LPBF in 17–4 PH stainless steel. They extracted
local and radial roughness profiles from CT data and calculated
the roughness values in the channels by means of a simple
regression model.

The goal of the present study is to investigate the effects of
the processing strategy and the build direction on the quality
of small internal channels in Inconel 718 structures produced
by LPBF and to improve their geometrical accuracy by a combina-
tion of manufacturing parameters, scan strategy and geometrical
shape optimization. First, the roughness of flat external surfaces
inclined at the angles of 0�, 45�, 90� and 135� with respect to
the working platform was minimized through a variation of the
LPBF contour parameters. Secondly, internal channels integrated
in cylinders were investigated to evaluate the effect of the build
direction on the quality of internal channels with the diameters
of 500, 700 and 1000 mm inclined at 0�, 22.5�, 45� and 90 by
means of X-ray computed tomography. The quantitative results
were used to round- and adapt droplet-shaped channels for spe-
cial test elements with channels of 1000 mm target diameter as a
function of the build direction in the third investigation stage.
Using optimized LPBF contour parameters in combination with
the modified channel shapes allowed manufacturing geometri-
cally accurate, nearly ideally round channels in all building orien-
tations suitable for the design of combustion chambers for future
aircraft engines.



Table 1
Nominal composition of the IN718 alloy powder (wt.%).

Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo Ti Al Co Mn C

Bal. 18.70 18.49 5.30 2.93 0.95 0.42 0.03 0.07 0.042
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2. Experimental methods

2.1. Sample manufacturing using LPBF

Inconel 718 alloy powder, provided by AP&C (Boisbriand,
Canada), was produced by plasma atomization in a high purity
argon atmosphere, resulting in mostly spherical particles. The par-
ticle size distribution, measured by a particle size analyser (LS
13320 PIDS, Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany), has D-values of
22 mm (D10), 33 mm (D50) and 45 mm (D90). The nominal chemical
composition of the IN718 powers determined by means of X-ray
fluorescence analysis (RFA) by RevierLabor� (Essen, Germany) is
given in a Table 1. The powder complies with the regulation
AMS5662 [47].

A Concept Laser M2 machine (Concept Laser GmbH, Lichtenfels,
Germany) equipped with a 200 W diode-pumped ytterbium fibre
laser, operating in continuous wave-mode with a Gaussian beam
shape, was used to manufacture the LPBF specimens. The laser
power, scanning speed and hatch distance for the samples’ bulk
were first optimized in terms of minimum porosity (<0.3%) at a
high build-up rate of 10.6 cm3/h. The resulting volumetric energy
density EV, which is usually described as the ratio between laser
power P, scanning speed v, hatch distance h and layer thickness t
as EV = P/(v � h � t), was kept constant at 60 J/mm3 for all samples
build at a layer thickness of t = 30 mm.

Three types of samples were produced for the three stages of
this study.
2.1.1. Samples with external flat surfaces for roughness optimization
The sample geometry shown in Fig. 1 (a) was used to investi-

gate the general influence of the contour parameters on surface
roughness. In total, two build jobs with 49 samples in each batch
were produced for the analysis of different contour scan parame-
ters, scan strategies and the build platform positioning (Fig. 1
(b)). The three side surfaces of the specimens oriented at 45�, 90�
and 135� with respect to the working platform were analysed. In
this case, the 45� surface corresponds to the reverse side of the
135�. Upskin (45�), inskin (90�) and downskin (135�) are the main
types of surfaces that possess roughnesses much higher than
upward-facing surfaces (0�). The latter are not considered in this
study.
Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the samples produced to study roughness. (b) Volumetric
hatching strategies: linear strategy (red arrows) with a rotation of 90� between
adjacent layers and chess hatching within small square islands. Blue arrows in (b)
represent contours produced separately. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The energy descriptor used for the contour parameter sets is the
linear energy density EL = PCL/vCL, i.e. the ratio between laser power
PCL and scanning speed vCL.

Two main scan strategies, i.e. with linear and checkerboard pat-
terns (Fig. 1 (c)), were chosen for volume hatching. Linear is a
hatching technique using parallel scan vectors in alternating direc-
tions, which are rotated by 90� between adjacent layers. Chess (or
checkerboard) is a small square island-based strategy as recom-
mended for reducing the effect of residual stresses [28,29]. A
5 � 5 mm2 island size was used, which was also rotated by 90�
from layer to layer. The reason for rotating the islands is that the
vectors are not always on the same place and the start and end
points are also staggered.

Four studies were carried out to optimize the LPBF parameters
to achieve low surface roughness:

� an analysis of sample location on the build platform to assess
positioning effects and reproducibility

� a simultaneous variation of the contour laser power PCL and the
contour scan speed vCL while keeping constant linear energy
density EL = 0.113 J/mm (PCL-vCL variation)

� a variation study of the scan strategy of the contour vectors
(contour vector scan sequence)

� a linear energy density EL variation with unconstrained scan
speed vCL at constant PCL.

The investigated combinations of contour parameters, scan
strategies and sample positions are given in Table 2.
2.1.2. Cylindrical samples with internal channels for the study of build
direction related effects

The influence of the build orientation on the continuity, diame-
ter and surface quality of the internal channels was examined on
cylinders manufactured at angles of 0�, 22.5�, 45� and 90� with
respect to the building platform. All samples were analysed by
CT (see Section 2.3). Each cylinder with an outer diameter of
5 mm and a length of 20 mm (Fig. 2 (a)) had 3 sets of 3 identical
internal channels parallel to the cylinder axis with given target
diameters of 500 mm, 700 mm and 1000 mm. Two basic shapes were
investigated with the goal to obtain an ideally round shape of the
channels from LPBF: round in each build direction (Fig. 2 (b)) and
droplet-shaped cross sections at angles of 0� and 22.5� (s. Fig. S1
(a-j) in supplementary materials). The geometry of the initially
tested droplet channels used in these specimens consists of a circle
with triangular extension with a small upper rounding of 25 lm
presented in Fig. S3 (b) and Table S1 in supplementary materials.

In the case of droplet channels, the target diameter also varied
between 500 lm, 700 lm, and 1000 lm, but the actual equivalent
diameter considering the elongated upper part given by the CAD
model was greater, namely 522 lm, 731 lm, and 1044 lm
(Fig. 2 (c)). Fig. 2 (d) shows a droplet-shaped geometry in channels
inclined at 0� and 22.5�.

The effects of build direction on the quality of internal shaped
surfaces was investigated in parallel with the optimisation of the
roughness of the external flat surfaces, according to Section 2.1.1.
Since the optimised contour parameters were not yet known, all
cylinders were fabricated with the constant reference parameters
based on machine settings: EL = 0.113 J/mm: PCL = 180 W and



Table 2
Contour parameter optimization (at constant volumetric energy density Ev for bulk processing of 60 J/mm3 using the bulk hatching and LPBF parameters given in Section 2.1). PCL
and vCL indicate the laser powder and scan speed of the parameters used for the contour lines.

Contour variations Platform position Laser power
PCL [W]

Scan speed
vCL [mm/s]

Line energy density
EL [J/mm]

Scan strategy

1. Platform positioning analysis top left 180 1600 0.113 inside ? outside
top right
centre

bottom left
bottom right

2. PCL-vCL Variation (EL = const.) centre 67.5 600 0.113 inside ? outside
90.0 800
112.5 1000
135.0 1200
157.5 1400
180.0 1600
199.7 1775

3. Contour vector scan sequence centre 180 1600 0.113 inside ? outside
inside ? 2 � outside

outside ? inside ? outside
2 � outside ? inside ? outside

2 � outside ? inside
4. Energy density variation (EL – const) at vCL – const centre 180 600 0.300 inside ? outside

800 0.225
1000 0.180
1100 0.164
1600 0.113
2000 0.090
2100 0.086

Fig. 2. Cylindrical samples used for the study of the build direction effects: (a) CAD model showing the build direction to the working platform with 9 internal channels: (b)
round- and (c) droplet-shaped. (d) Droplet-shaped geometry in channels inclined at 0� and 22.5�.
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vCL = 1600 mm/s. A single contour line at the chess bulk strategy
was used.

2.1.3. Test segments with internal channels
For further development of a strategy to manufacture cooling

elements for new combustion chamber designs in aircraft engines,
the contour parameters optimized in the first stage of the study
were transferred to rectangular wall elements with variable chan-
nel geometries, considering the build-angle effects from the second
stage. The elements have a cross section of 4 � 7 mm2 and a length
of 10 mm (Fig. 3 (a)) and incorporate longitudinal channels of dif-
ferent shapes: round and droplet-shaped ones. The target diameter
for channels was 1000 mm. In combustion chambers the channels
can be placed at build angles below 45�. Thus, inclinations of 45�
and 22.5� with respect to the build platform were chosen as well
(Fig. 3 (b) from top to bottom, respectively). Fig. 3 (c) shows a
modified droplet-shaped geometry used in the final test elements.

While investigating the influence of the build direction in the
cylindrical samples (Sections 2.1.2), a reduction of height of the
4

round channels roughly proportional to the cosine of the inclina-
tion was found (see Section 3.3 and Fig. S2, supplementary mate-
rials). Therefore, the droplet-shaped channels were modified in the
final test segments by replacing the triangular extension by a sec-
ond circle scaled with the cosine of inclination. This smaller circle
was connected by tangential lines to the main channel, providing
an optimized droplet shape (see Fig. S3 (c) and Table S1, supple-
mentary materials). The actual equivalent diameter of the droplet
channels, considering the elongated top increased to 1148 mm and
1044 mm for build angles of 22.5� and 45�, respectively.

Different horizontal positions of these test elements on the
working platform (in plane: XY = 10�, 40�, 70� and 100� with
respect to the build direction Z as shown in Fig. 3 (b)) were inves-
tigated, whereby potential effects due to the location and orienta-
tion were studied.

Volumetric parts were produced with EV = 60 J/mm3 (i.e. with
optimized volumetric parameters as given in Section 2.1). The val-
ues obtained as the result of the optimization in the first stage of
this study were used as final contour scan parameters, namely



Fig. 3. Final test elements 10 � 4 � 7 mm3 for the optimization of the channel structure (a) with variable channel geometries: round and droplet-shaped (b) and different
orientations during manufacturing: with vertical (XZ) inclinations to the working platform of 22.5� and 45� and different horizontal (XY) orientations of 0�, 40�, 70� and 100�
(b). The X and Y directions indicate the build platform and the Z axis shows the build direction. (c) Modified droplet-shaped geometry used in the final test elements.
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PCL = 180 W, vCL = 1000 mm/s, EL = 0.180 J/mm, that provided the
smallest possible roughness.
2.2. Roughness analysis using confocal laser scanning microscopy

The roughness measurements of the outer surfaces were carried
out according to the standard EN ISO 25178 [48] using the confocal
laser scanning microscope ZEISS LSM 700 (Zeiss AG, Oberkochen,
Germany), which enabled imaging of larger surfaces at the high
magnification by using the workstation PILine and the stitching
picture function of the imaging software ZEN 2012 (black edition;
Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany).

Similar areas of ~2.44 � 2.44 mm2 were investigated for all
samples using stitched 2 � 2 image combinations recorded at
50 � magnification. The scanning step size in the Z direction was
3 mm. The scan speed was nine frames per second with a scan res-
olution of 2.5 mm/pixel. The images were quantified using the soft-
ware ConfoMap (Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany). The 2-dimensional
arithmetic mean height Sa was determined from the data
following:

Sa ¼ 1
A

ZZ
A
Z x; yð Þj jdxdy ð1Þ

The arithmetic mean height Sa corresponds to the distance of
each point from an imaginary mean surface Z divided by the entire
surface A.

All planar surfaces with different inclination angles were anal-
ysed under the same confocal laser scanning microscope condi-
tions and always directly at the geometric centre of the
examined face.
2.3. Analysis of internal channels by X-ray computed tomography

CT was carried out for all cylinders manufactured with internal
channel structures using a Phoenix Nanotom tomography
(phoenix|x-ray Systems + Services GmbH, Wunstorf, Germany)
with a source voltage of 230 kV, a current of 160 mA, an exposure
time of 1000 ms, an averaging/skip of 3/1 with a 360� rotation.
The resulting pixel size was 12 mm. The raw data was converted
from the software phoenix_datos|x_2_aquisition via phoenix_dat
os|x_2_reconstruction (GE Sensing & Inspection Technologies
GmbH, Wunstorf, Germany) into stacks of 1600 two-dimensional
(2D) slices that were finally analysed as three-dimensional (3D)
volumes in the software AVIZO.
5

The reconstructed channels were evaluated quantitatively: the
geometric deviation from the target shape was analysed in 2D on
cross sections of the channels (in total 1600 slices per cylinder
axis). Firstly, the area A and perimeter P for the 9 channels on each
section were measured. Then, the shape characteristics roundness
and equivalent diameter were analysed to evaluate the geometric
accuracy of the channels. The roundness U was calculated as:

U ¼ 4p� A
P2 ð2Þ

wherein a roundness of equal to 1 corresponds to an ideal circular
shape.

The equivalent diameter De relates to the projected circular
shape of the corresponding channel surface and was determined
as:

De ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4� A
p

r
ð3Þ

Mean values of the equivalent diameters and roundness were
computed over the length of the channel from the analyzed sec-
tions. An average value obtained from three similar channels pro-
vided a high level of statistical verification.

The channel morphology was analysed by means of the local
principal curvatures of channel surfaces. For this, the principal
radii of curvature r1 and r2 of each point on the surface were deter-
mined, from which the two principal curvatures, j1 = 1/r1 and
j2 = 1/r2, were computed. First, a surface of the voxel-based vol-
ume was created from the segmented surface using the software
AVIZO. The resulting surface is a triangular approximation of the
segmented volumes. The curvatures were then calculated consid-
ering two direct neighbours to a certain triangle of the surface
and the initial curvature values were smoothed by averaging them
four times with the curvature values of direct neighbour triangles
(more details in our previous work [49]. The local mean curvature
H is expressed as:

H ¼ j1 þ j2

2
ð4Þ
2.4. CT analysis of final test segments

All demonstrative elements with internal channels were quan-
titatively analysed using 3D computed tomography acquired with
the Phoenix Nanotom (phoenix|x-ray Systems + Services GmbH,
Wunstorf, Germany) tomograph using similar scanning parame-
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ters: a source voltage of 100 kV, a current of 120 mA, an exposure
time of 2000 ms, an averaging/skip of 3/1 with a 360� rotation.
The resulting pixel size was (7.5 mm)3. The raw data was converted
from the software phoenix_datos|x_2_aquisition via phoenix_dat
os|x_2_reconstruction (GE Sensing & Inspection Technologies
GmbH, Wunstorf, Germany) into stacks of 1200 two-dimensional
(2D) slices and analysed three-dimensionally (3D) using the soft-
ware AVIZO. The 3D reconstructed surfaces were compared with
the nominal ones, resulting in an analysis of geometric deviations
depending on the radial orientation in the channel. Roundness U,
equivalent diameter De and 3D curvature distribution of the chan-
nel surfaces were calculated according to the procedure presented
in Section 2.3.

3. Results

3.1. Contour parameter optimization: External flat surfaces

3.1.1. Platform positioning analysis
The positional effect of the sample arrangement on the LPBF

working platform for boundary and centre positions on the arith-
metic mean roughness Sa is shown in the contour plot diagram
of Fig. 4. Six positions, the upper (T: top) and lower (B: bottom)
boundary positions at the extreme left (L: left), middle (M: mid-
dle), and extreme right (R: right), are compared with a centrally
located sample (C), as shown in Fig. 1(b)).

All samples were produced with contour parameters of
PCL = 180 W, vCL = 1600 mm/s and a resulting line energy of
0.113 J/mm using the chess scan strategy for the volume part.
The measured surface was 2.44 � 2.44 mm2 for all positions and
the geometric middle of the sample surfaces were chosen. For all
inclinations the mean values of the measurements at three neigh-
bouring points were used.
Fig. 4. Effect of the specimen placement on the working platform on the arithmetic me
respect to the build direction (T: top; B: bottom; L: left; M: middle; R: right; see also Fig
EL = 0.113 J/mm using the chess scan strategy. The scan sequence inside (bulk) ? outsid
values of the measurements at three neighbouring points were taken.
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Deviations of up to 1.5 and 4 mm were found for the 45� upskin
and 90� upskin surfaces around the respective averages of Sa of 9.
01 ± 0.33 mm (45�) and 11.17 ± 1.44 mm (90�) for all measured
points in the boundary positions of the platform. The 135� down-
skin orientation, in contrast, causes much larger deviations (up to
11.2 mm) and the average value (Sa = 52.80 ± 3.41 mm). As the sur-
face inclination increases, the accumulation of irregularly dis-
tributed sintering defects grows, especially for the upper 135�
(downskin) ones located directly on the powder layer, which is
quantitatively represented for the comparative maximum heights
of the SZ profiles for the 0.64 � 0.64 mm2 sections in Fig. 5.

The best surface quality was consistently obtained in the lower
right corner for all surface orientations. The roughness generally
increases slightly in the bottom-top direction for surfaces inclined
at 45� and 90� (DSa = 0.1 and 0.5 lm), and more significantly for
135� (3.7 lm). Similarly, the roughness increases from the right
to the left side of the build platform. This is most pronounced for
the downskin surfaces (up to 3 mm variation), and smallest for
upskin regions with a 45� surface normal (0.3 mm; for 90�: up to
1.6 mm).

In order to avoid the influence of the location on the working
platform during the optimization of the contour parameters and
channel shapes, samples were only produced in the central part
of the platform for the next steps.
3.1.2. Contour vector scan sequence
The influence of the scan sequence of volume and contour vec-

tors on the averaged Sa for the upskin (45�), the inskin (90�) and
downskin (135�) surfaces for both linear and chess volumetric scan
strategies is shown in Fig. 6. All samples were produced with the
same initially chosen LPBF contour parameters (EL = 0.113 J/mm:
PCL = 180 W and vCL = 1600 mm/s). An average of three neighbour-
an roughness Sa of flat outer surfaces inclined at 45� (a), 90� (b) and 135� (c) with
. 1). All samples were fabricated with contour parameters PCL = 180 W, vCL = 1600,
e (contour) was used for all samples. Measured areas: 2.44 � 2.44 mm2. The mean



Fig. 5. Typical 3D roughness profiles for (a) 45� (upskin), (b) 90� (inskin) and (c) 135� (downskin) surfaces measured by LSM (area: 0.64 � 0.64 mm2). All surfaces were
manufactured with EL = 0.113 J/mm, PCL = 180 W and a chess bulk hatching. The inside? outside scan strategy was used. The colour indicates the maximum profile height Sz.
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ing measured sections of 2.44 � 2.44 mm2, located in the geomet-
ric centre of the examined surfaces, was computed.

A small effect of the bulk hatching strategy is observed for all
variations of contour-bulk scan sequence. Independent of the sur-
face direction as well as the scan sequence, the linear hatching
strategy generally shows slightly smaller surface roughnesses
compared to chess hatching.

The scan sequence lasering the bulk part first before scanning
the contour vectors (i.e. ‘‘inside ? outside”) results in the smooth-
est surfaces independent of the hatching strategies of the sample
bulk: Sa values of 7.4, 10.0, and 57.7 mm are obtained at 45�, 90�
and 135� inclinations (linear hatching), respectively. The values
obtained with chess hatching are ca. 10% larger in general.

The scanning sequence in Fig. 6 is presented in the order of
increasing roughness. Changing the strategy from
‘‘inside ? outside” to inside followed by double contour scanning,
or to more complex scan sequences always terminating with final
contour vectors leads to a deterioration of the surface quality inde-
pendent of the orientation of the surface under consideration.
3.1.3. PCL-vCL variation at a constant line energy density
The influence of a simultaneous variation of the contour laser

power PCL and scan speed vCL at a constant energy density EL of
0.133 J/mm was investigated for the conditions presented in
Table 2. The measured sections of 2.44 � 2.44 mm2 were located
in the centre of the analysed surfaces. For all inclinations the mean
values of the measurements at three neighbouring points were
taken. The arithmetic average height Sa for the upskin (45�), the
inskin (90�) and downskin (135�) surfaces for both linear and chess
volumetric scan strategies is shown in Fig. 7((a), (b) and (c), respec-
tively), with vCL and PCL represented on the lower and upper axes,
correspondingly.

The results show an ambiguous trend in the influence of PCL-vCL:
a distinct optimum in Sa is observed for medium vCL values
around ~1000–1200 mm/s. This effect is inherent in all inclined
surfaces, both for linear and chess bulk hatching strategies.
7

Thus, for example, for a vertical (inskin, 90�) surface Fig. 7 (b)),
the arithmetic mean roughness Sa sharply decreases from 13.2 mm
to 8.7 mm with an increase in scan speed vCL from 600 mm/s to
1000 mm/s for the linear and from 17.3 mm to 9.6 mm for the chess
bulk hatching strategy, respectively. An increase in scan speed
from 1000 mm/s up to ca. 1400 mm/s results in relatively stable
Sa with slight deviations from the average of 9.1 ± 0.5 mm and
10 ± 0.6 mm (chess/linear strategies, respectively), thus providing
a minimum in Sa. A subsequent increase of vCL to 1800 mm/s leads
to a sharp jump in (Fig. 7 (b)) Sa to 11.7 and 12.8 mm for linear and
chess hatching. Similar trends were observed for the 45� and 135�
surfaces.

The linear strategy again potentially provides somewhat
smoother surfaces in all the variations studied. However, the chess
hatching strategy is usually recommended, e.g., to reduce the effect
of residual stresses [28,29]. Minimizing residual stresses is an
important final factor in LPBF fabrication of complex components
such as advanced combustion chambers. Therefore, only the chess
hatching strategy is considered for the subsequent fabrication of
specimens with internal channels.
3.1.4. Contour energy density variation
The line energy density EL introduced into the contour region

was varied in a series of samples by means of changing the scan
speed vCL. PCL = 180 W was kept in order to retain comparability
with previous results. The varied vCL, and, consequently, the asso-
ciated EL values are presented in Table 2. Areas of 2.44 � 2.44 mm2

were analysed and average value computed frommeasurements in
the three neighbouring regions.

The average Sa of the samples in this series for the upskin (45�),
the inskin (90�) and downskin (135�) surfaces (Fig. 8) establishes
once again a roughness optimum for medium scan speeds around
1000 to 1200 mm/s. Clearly, the contour energy density can be
linked to this distinct optimum for all inclined surfaces, with the
minimum region corresponding to an EL around 0.180 J/mm.
Increasing EL from 0.086 J/mm to 0.18 J/mm caused a significant



Fig. 6. Influence of the laser scan sequence of the volume and contour vectors in LPBF fabrication for the: (a) vertical inskin (90�), (b) upskin (45�) and (c) downskin (135�)
surfaces. All samples were produced with the same initially chosen LPBF contour parameters (EL = 0.113 J/mm, PCL = 180 W, vCL = 1600 mm/s). Chess and linear indicate the
hatching strategies used for the sample bulk. Average values of measurements in three neighbouring regions of 2.44 � 2.44 mm2 in the centre of all sample surface are
presented.
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decrease in roughness: the averaged Sa values reduce dramatically
from 12.5, 14.9 and 80.5 mm to 6.8, 7.2 and 47.5 mm for the inclina-
tion of 45�, 90� and 135� (green, orange, and violet bars in Fig. 8,
respectively). A further increase in EL from 0.18 to 0.3 J/mm leads
to higher Sa of 7.5, 8.5 and 56.7 mm at 0.225 J/mm and 8.5 mm at
0.3 J/mm.

For comparison, the left-hand side of the diagram in Fig. 8
shows the average surface roughness values of the specimens
made without contouring, which are significantly higher than
those for the optimum contouring energy of 0.18 J/mm.

3.1.5. Selection of optimal contour parameters for the final test
elements (Section 2.1.3)

Based on the results of the contour parameter optimizations, a
set of parameters consisting of PCL = 180 W and vCL = 1000 mm/s
at a resulting linear energy density of EL = 0.180 J/mm is chosen.
The inside ? outside scan strategy (fusion of the bulk before the
outer contours) was selected as optimal strategy and used for the
8

manufacturing of the final test elements in the third part of our
study to optimize the wall segments with internal channels.

In order to minimize the influence of the sample positioning on
the analysis of the final test elements, all specimens were produced
in the central part of the working platform.
3.2. Build direction effects on internal shaped surfaces

Simultaneous to the optimization of contour parameters on
outer surfaces (Section 3.1), the influence of different build direc-
tions on the surface quality, shape, and continuity of internal
shaped surfaces was studied using the set of initially chosen
parameters (PCL = 180 W, vCL = 1600, EL = 0.113 J/mm chess hatch-
ing, inside ? outside scan sequence). The cylinders included three
sets of channels with target diameters of 500, 700 and 1000 mm
and were manufactured in the directions of 0�, 22.5�, 45� and 90�
with respect to the working platform (see Fig. 2 and Fig. S2).



Fig. 7. Simultaneous PCL-vCL variation at constant EL = 0.113 J/mm: (a) for upskin (45�) (b) for vertical inskin (90�), and (c) for downskin (135�) surfaces. ‘‘Chess” and ‘‘linear”
indicate the bulk hatching strategies. The laser scan sequence ‘‘inside ? outside” was used for all samples. All analyzed surfaces are 2.44 � 2.44 mm2. An average of three
measurements at neighbouring points were taken.
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The channel quality changes dramatically with the orientation:
from a flattened and hard-to-pass form with a multitude of adher-
ing powder particles and melt beads at 0� (Fig. 9 (a)), the channels
become devoid of obstructions when oriented at 90� (Fig. 9 (d)).

The convex surfaces (H ~ 0.03 mm�1, red colour) of attached par-
ticles prevail on the upper surfaces of cylinders at 0� and 22.5�,
reduce significantly at 45� and almost completely disappear in ver-
tical channels of 90�.Consequently, the equivalent diameter is
reduced sizably to De = 805 ± 26 mm and the roundness does not
exceedU = 0.37 ± 0.12 for channels lying flat at 0� (Fig. 9 (a)). Obvi-
ously, in a horizontal position even at diameter of 1000 mm pre-
sents a challenge. However, De increases significantly at higher
inclinations from De = 820 ± 22 mm and 952 ± 14 mm for the
22.5� (Fig. 9 (b) and 45� (Fig. 9 (c)), respectively, to 988 ± 10 mm
for the vertical 90� specimen (Fig. 9 (d)). The roundness of the
channel increases also significantly from U = 0.37 ± 0.12 and
reaches 0.96 ± 0.02 for the vertical build direction (90�), which is
closest to an ideal round shape.

The CT results show that channels in build directions below 45�
require a modification of the shape in the raw CAD model in order
to achieve higher circularity after LPBF. The fabricated at 0� and
22.5� orientation droplet-shaped channels are shown in Fig. 10
((a) and (b), respectively). Visually, these channels have fewer
9

obstructions and their shape descriptors are significantly better:
the roundness increases to U = 0.57 ± 0.10 and 0.62 ± 0.05
(Fig. 10 (a – b)) compared to the round forms. The equivalent diam-
eter in turn reaches De = 910 ± 26 mm and 999 ± 23 mm (Fig. 10 (a –
b)), respectively.

It should also be noted that the given droplet geometry has an
equivalent diameter De and a roundness U different from that
given for round shapes (as quantified in Table S1, supplementary
materials), but the desired result with the modified geometry aims
at a final round shape with a roundness close to ideal, i.e. U = 1.

Comparative 3D images of all 9 channels of target diameters of
1000 mm, 700 mm and 500 mm in the samples build at the slopes of
0� and 22.5� (supplementary materials, Fig. S4) reveal that the
quality of the channels is particularly poor at small diameters. Dis-
continuities detected in CT (marked with dashed black ellipses in
Fig. S4 (a – c)) suggest that melt beads or residual powder even
blocked several of these paths. The channels produced at a slope
of 22.5� or below are significantly closer to the target shape when
using the droplet shape and can ensure better permeability.

The overall results of the influence of build orientation on the
production accuracy of shaped channels is summarized by the
example of channels with a target diameter of 1000 mm in
Fig. 11. Both the averaged roundness U and the equivalent diame-



Fig. 9. CT visualization of cylinder with the round-shaped channels produced at the slopes of 0� (a), 22.5� (b), 45� (c) and 90� (d). Left: 3D orthogonal views; middle: isometric
3D views of the selected upper channel with a target diameter of 1000 mm; right: cross sections.U: calculated roundness and De: equivalent diameter, both averaged over the
channel length of all three channels with identical diameter at each orientation. The colour indicates the local mean curvature H (scale on the right).

Fig. 8. Influence the contour scan speed (lower x-axis) and line energy density EL (upper x-axis) at constant PCL = 180 W on Sa for 45� and 90� (both left scale) and 135� (right
scale) surfaces (values only shown for bulk chess hatching and the inside ? outside sequence). The roughness Sa obtained from specimen produced without using contours
are represented on the left. Average values of measurements in three neighbouring points in the geometrically central part of all surface are used.
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ters De underline again that at higher inclinations the deviations
target properties are matched better. For channels with the inclina-
tions of 0� and 45�, the advantage of droplet-shaped channels com-
10
pared to round ones is obvious. Similar tendencies for the influence
of the build direction were also found for the target diameters of
700 mm and 500 mm (supplementary materials, Fig. S5). However,



Fig. 10. CT visualization of cylinder with the droplet-shaped channels produced at the slopes of 0� (a), 22.5� (b). The nominal droplet-shaped geometry is shown in Fig. 2(c).
Left: 3D orthogonal views; middle: isometric 3D views of the selected upper channel with a target diameter of 1000 mm; right: cross sections.U: calculated roundness and De:
equivalent diameter, both averaged over the channel length of all three channels with identical diameter at each orientation. The colour indicates the local mean curvature H
(scale on the right).
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when considering fully horizontal channels, a target diameter
above 500 mm should be chosen since even droplet-shaped chan-
nels turned out to be unreliable in terms of obstruction at the
smallest dimension.

3.3. Channel optimization

In the last step, the droplet-shape was further optimized based
on the results of the cylindrical samples. The improved droplet-
shaped channel geometry was then combined the optimized con-
tour parameters (Section 3.1) and validated using small segments
derived from generic combustion chamber cooling geometries.

The build direction effect in the cylindrical samples (Section 3.2)
revealed a sharp decrease in the ratio of the channel diameter Do to
its actual height h depending on the inclination. Moreover, the
sharp tip shape of the original apex was unfavourable (see, e.g.,
the triangular shape of the obtained channels in cylindrical sam-
Fig. 11. Build direction effect on the roundness U (left y-axis) and equivalent
diameter De (right y-axis) for the shaped internal surfaces inclined at 0�, 22.5�, 45�
and 90� with respect to the working platform. The target diameter of 1000 mm is
marked by a violet line. The desired shape for all for is perfectly round, i.e. U = 1.
Averages of 3 channels along their full lengths are presented. The samples were
produced with the machine’s initial contour parameters (EL = 0.113 J/mm). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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ples in Fig. 10 (a -c)). For the vertical channel with a nominal diam-
eter of 1000 mm shown in Fig. 9 (d), for example, the h/Do ratio was
approximately 1, but this ratio decreased due to the channel dis-
tinctly flattening at lower inclinations (see Fig. S2 from (a) to (d)
in supplementary materials). This loss in height is approximately
proportional to the cosine of the inclination: ~0 at 90� (cos
(90�) = 0) and ~0.5 at 0� (cos (0�) = 0.5). Taking advantage of this
observation, the triangular apex of the original droplet shape was
replaced by a smaller circle (Fig. S3, supplementary materials).
The size and distance of this smaller circle from the main channel
axis is proportional to the cosine of the inclination. The second cir-
cle, scaled with cos(a), was connected by tangential lines with the
main circle of diameter Do. Detailed geometric parameters of the
modified droplet-shaped channels, depending on the angle of incli-
nation a, are shown in Fig. S3 (c) and in Table S1 in supplemen-
tary materials).

The new optimized droplet-shaped channels were compared to
round channels also present in every test element. Only the target
diameter of 1000 mm was investigated. All contours were produced
with the optimized linear energy density of EL = 0.18 J/mm
(PCL = 180 W, vCL = 1000 mm/s, chess hatching, inside ? outside
scan strategy).

As shown in Section 3.2, the most accurate channel geometry is
obtained when the channels are produced vertically (90�) in rela-
tion to the working platform (Fig. 11). However, the complex
geometry of gas turbine parts, and in particular combustion cham-
bers and other considerations, as for instance support needs or
residual stresses in build strategy development may prevent using
an optimal orientation for internal channels. Based on the actual
geometry of a modern combustion chamber with multidirectional
channels orientation, inclinations of 22.5� and 45� relative to the
working platform for the LPBF production were chosen.

In order to verify the contour parameter optimisation (Sec-
tion 3.1), several test elements were also manufactured with the
initial contour parameters (EL = 0.113 J/mm), so that the channels
of these finite elements coincide with those in cylindrical samples
(Section 3.2, Fig. 10) except for the modified droplet-shaped chan-
nels. All coupons were manufactured at four different orientations
relative to their own axis, i.e. in horizontal XY orientations of 10�,
40�, 70� and 100� with respect to the recoater direction.



Fig. 12. 3D isometric views of the round and modified droplet-shaped channels (target diameter: 1000 mm) produced with the initial contour parameters (EL = 0.113 J/mm) at
an inclination of 22.5� (a) and the optimized contour parameters (EL = 0.18 J/mm) at 22.5� (b) and at 45� (c). U: roughness and De: equivalent diameters, both averaged over
the channel length. The colour scale on the right indicates the calculated mean surface curvature distribution H. The specimens were manufactured in the XY orientation of
40�.
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The comparison of the round- and modified droplet-shaped
channels represented by 3D isometric CT images in Fig. 12 for
channels produced at inclinations of 22.5� (a, b - initial and
optimized contours, respectively) and of 45�(c; optimized) and a
horizontal orientation XY of 40� show sizably different amounts
of balling and surface roughness. Particularly the round channels
(Fig. 12, on the left) exhibit again a large number of defects with
diameters of up to 200 mm adhering to those top surfaces since
the melt tracks are unsupported over the powder bed. They are
easily identifiable due to their red coloring from the curvature dis-
tribution, which indicates a convex local shape relative to the
channel walls.

The number of such beads is significantly reduced when
(i) optimized instead of initial contour parameters are used
(Fig. 12 (a) versus (b)) and (ii) by modifying the channel geometry
12
from round- to droplet-shaped (Fig. 12 (a), left) versus Fig. 12 (a),
right)). Naturally, also by increasing the inclination from 22.5� to
45� (Fig. 12 (b) versus (c)) the quality of the inner surfaces
improves.

In particular the redesigned droplet geometry leads to an addi-
tional improvement in channel quality, as can be seen by compar-
ing the quantitative characteristics of both forms: the primary in
the cylindrical samples (Section 3.2) in Fig. 10 (b)) and the modi-
fied in the final elements Fig. 12 (b) for the non-optimized contours
at 22.5�. Optimized droplet-shaped channels at 22.5� and 45� are
almost free of fusion beads. Although attached defects remain pre-
sent for the round form at the channel inclination of 45�, however,
a calculated roundness U ~ 0.9 suggests that their number and size
are greatly reduced in contrast to the corresponding channels pro-
duced at 22.5� (U ~ 0.6).



Fig. 13. RoundnessU of channels in test segments manufactured at of 22.5�with the initial contour parameters (a) and at inclination of 22.5� and 45�with optimized contour
parameters (b) (c). Data from samples produced with a horizontal orientation of XY = 40� are presented.
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The large roughness of the inner surfaces drastically impairs
the basic characteristics of the channels, especially at small
inclinations. Variations in roundness U along the 10 mm channel
length for all types of channels are presented in Fig. 13, where (a)
shows channels produced with initial contour parameters at
22.5�, and (b) and (c) channels with optimized ones, respectively.
The roundness values also exhibit a generally large scattering at
the low inclination, whereas at an inclination of 45� less scatter
and values close to ~0.9 resulted. Optimized droplet-shaped chan-
nels at 22.5� and 45� are almost free of fusion beads. They are
present for the round form at 45�, however, a calculated round-
ness of ~0.9 suggests that their number and size are greatly
reduced in contrast to those produced at 22.5� and with a round-
ness of ~0.6.

The roundness U for the different XY directions are shown as
grouped data points in Fig. 15. At large only small differences in
mean values and their deviations are observed. Thus, no significant
13
influence of the orientation of the sample itself on the surface qual-
ity was found.

The equivalent diameters De for all types of optimized channels
and for the two inclinations of 22.5� and 45� were compared in
case of samples oriented horizontally in XY = 40�. The deviations
from the mean De do not exceed 50 mm for 22.5� (Fig. 15 (a)).
The values for the droplet shape are closest to the desired target
diameter of 1000 mm: 1094 ± 48 mm (roundness: ~0.73), while
the originally round channels measure only 861 ± 44 mm. The effec-
tive diameters for 45� are 942 ± 20 mm and 1069 ± 20 mm for the
round and droplet shapes, respectively (Fig. 15 (b)).

Thus, neither a modification of the channel geometries in the
CAD model nor the contour parameters alone is sufficient to
achieve sufficient channel qualities. The best manufacturing
results are obtained when the modified channel shapes are com-
bined with properly optimized parameters (Fig. 12, Fig. 13,
Fig. 14). In that case, even the relatively flat oriented channels at



Fig. 14. Roundness U averaged over 10 mm channel length for the round and
droplet shape of channels produced with initial and optimized contour parameters
at build directions of 22.5� and with optimized at 45�. The same samples had a
different orientation on the working platform (XY = 10�, 40�, 70� and 100�, as
illustrated in Fig. 3 (b)).
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22.5� are obtained with smooth, high geometrical accurate surface
and the deteriorating downskin defects are strongly reduced.
4. Discussion

4.1. The role of platform positioning for surface roughness

First of all, effects arising from the positioning on the working
platform on the quality of the outer surfaces were analysed. While
platform positioning effects on bulk material properties related to
heterogeneous gas flow in the build chamber have been considered
Fig. 15. Equivalent diameters De averaged over the 10 mm length for all types of channe
and 45� (b). Data from channels with manufactured with a horizontal orientation of XY
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previously (e.g., defect formation [28,37,51] or increased oxidation
[52]), their role for surface properties has received much less
attention.

When examining samples at the extreme and the centre posi-
tions, relatively small deviations of Sa were observed for the upskin
and inskin surfaces, while the downskin regions showed increased
variability and overall rather poor, almost five times larger Sa val-
ues (Fig. 4). The origin of the variations due to sample placement
appears to be related to the Argon flow, the flow direction of which
(from right to left, see Fig. 1) coincides with the general roughness
increase observed in all cases. The Argon flow, for instance, trans-
ports away fumes that negatively affect beam quality. The right
lower part of the working platform shows the best results in terms
of surface quality, even slightly lower than its central part. On the
left side, farthest from the argon source, and, particularly in the
upper left corner, only poor surface qualities are obtained, showing
that part placement on the build platform has to be considered
when analysing the contour properties.

Placing all further specimen for channel investigations in
the centre of the platform, the influence of positioning was
minimized.
4.2. Contour parameter and scan strategy effects on the roughness of
the external flat surfaces

The variation of LPBF contour parameters such as scan speed,
laser power, and the scan strategy allowed a minimization of the
arithmetic mean roughness Sa of flat external surfaces inclined at
the angles of 45�, 90� and 135� with respect to the working plat-
form (Section 3.1).

The importance of the contour parameters for external rough-
ness has been discussed in many works, but the systematic opti-
mization approach for the contour parameters chosen here,
‘‘laser power - scan speed” and ‘‘scan speed - energy density”,
has not yet been reported for the surface manufacturing of parts
produced by LPBF.

Only a few efforts have been carried out to improve the contour
properties of Inconel 718 LPBF parts through the variation of con-
tour power and scan speed, for example, Gockel et al. [38] who
used this approach. In the latter study, vertical inskin surfaces
showed a decrease in Sa at higher laser power (Sa ~ 15, 12, 9 mm
ls manufactured with optimized contour parameters for the inclinations of 22.5� (a)
= 40� are presented.
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at PCL = 80, 100, 120 W at a constant scan speed of 560 mm/s,
respectively), providing very similar surface qualities to those
obtained here. However, the inverse scan velocity variation did
not show a clear trend (Sa remained at ~15 mm for vCL values
between 560 and 850 mm/s at PCL = 80 W). Gockel and co-
workers argued that an increase of melt pool size at higher laser
powers reduces the surface roughness [38]. While this argument
at first look also appears to be valid for decreasing scan velocities,
the trend shown in Fig. 8 providing a minimum in Sa suggests that
this argument cannot explain the increase observed for small vCl. A
thorough determination of melt track sizes as a function of contour
parameters and local geometry will be required to investigate this
correlation further.

The impact of the laser vector sequence between volumetric
part or contours were investigated with an initial parameter set
of PCL = 180 W and vCL = 1600 mm/s, resulting in an EL of
0.113 J/mm, and different scan sequences. The ‘‘inside ? outside”
strategy showed the overall best results for both linear and chess
hatching strategies of the bulk part, providing a Sa � 10 mm for
e.g. for the 90� inskin sides (Fig. 6 (b)). This scanning order was
used in further optimisation in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4.

The inverted ‘‘outside ? inside” strategy, in turn, leads to par-
tial remelting of the already solidified outer contour region, leading
to the worst Sa values of all scan sequences analysed (e.g., Sa �
15 mm for 90�). This is even much higher than Sa of samples pro-
duced merely with bulk vectors and no contours (Fig. 8; e.g., Sa �
10 mm for 90�; note that Sa was substantially reduced to 6.8 mm
when using the optimized parameters with EL = 0.18 J/mm,
vCL = 1000 mm/s, PCL = 180 W). This observation can be understood
since scan vectors ending near (or at) a surface is known to lead to
a more inhomogeneous surface compared to vectors that parallel
the outer contour [55]. Ending melt tracks have been reported to
strongly affect surface roughness and particle attachment, and a
correlation between hatch distances and arithmetic mean rough-
ness was established [27]. Even if advanced scanning techniques
such as ‘‘sky-writing” are used to connect to neighbouring vectors,
this effect is present to a reduced degree [27]. However, ‘‘sky-
writing” was not implemented in the employed Concept M2
machine.

In fact, this explanation is also consistent with the result that a
chess hatching strategy generally resulted in slightly enlarged Sa
values (typically ~10% higher) as compared to linear hatching: In
case of the linear scan strategy the sample orientation resulted in
scan vectors largely parallel the sample border that at an angle
of ~15� in every 2nd layer (90� turns between layers). In contrast,
in the chess pattern all vectors are rotated by ~30� (and ~75�) with
respect to the sample borders (45� to the platform axes). In
between chess islands, the scan direction changes by 90�, and in
between layers a 45� turn and lateral shift was applied to the pat-
terns in the current study. Therefore, the chess patterns practically
always result in ending or beginning scan vectors near the sample
border in every layer, whereas in a linear hatching pattern oriented
only at a slight angle to the sample border fewer melt tracks termi-
nate at the surface. In every 2nd layer, the outermost hatching vec-
tors may even act as contour line for the present and the layers
beneath, thus leading to an improved surface quality.

The variation of the line energy density EL by changing scan
speeds at the fixed power led to a distinct optimum for all surfaces
with an averaged roughness of Sa = 6.8, 7.2, 47.5 mm at EL = 0.18 J/
mm for the upskin (45�), inskin (90�) and downskin (135�) sur-
faces, respectively (Fig. 8). Compared to the inskin and upskin sur-
faces, however, the downskin surfaces always show high
roughness values, which is inherent to the LPBF process and pro-
voked by the location above the powder bed (causing inward melt-
ing into the powder) and local heat accumulation [27,53] and
others]. The effect of significantly increased roughness of the
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downskin surfaces has been noted in several studies, (e.g.
[16,19,20,48,54]), although the focus was not on a detailed quanti-
tative analysis in those cases.

While measurable for all surface normal orientations, particu-
larly apparent in the present results was the more sizable effect
of the bulk hatching patterns onto the outer surface qualities of
downskin borders (Fig. 5). Again, the Sa values were consistently
larger for chess hatching patterns compared to the linear scan
strategy, which we also can tentatively link to the increase in the
melt track size occurring at the vectors endings as inferred from
coaxial melt pool imaging [55]. The increase of the melt pool size
in a downskin region may, see below, consequently result in a
stronger local inward melting into the powder bed beneath the
specimen.

The optimized contour parameters were used in the third stage
of this work for the final optimization of the inner inclined mini-
channels.

4.3. Build direction effect on the internal channels: Roundness and
diameters

The effect of the build direction on the quality of internal chan-
nels was investigated in two stages. First, the orientation effects
were studied as function of the vertical inclination on channels
of 500, 700 and 1000 mm diameter by x-ray CT using cylindrical
samples (Section 3.2) with standard contour parameters.

Since tactile or optical standard methods for measuring the
roughness of the outer surfaces cannot be used for characterisation
of curved internal surfaces, the most promising approach is non-
destructive X-ray computed tomography (CT) and has been used
for the current analysis. CT has already been used to examine inter-
nal canals of different configurations, e.g. [15–18], but the
approaches for analysis and comparison differ widely. Snyder
et al. [17], for example, used the maximum cylindrical concentric-
ity and maximum cylindrical run-out for analysis. A geometric
comparison between a scanned object and a CAD file is typically
available in most post-processing software and can be also used
for geometric quality analysis [56]. However, when using CT
metrology in a systematic channel optimization, the low spatial
resolution and error sources such as scattering effects present
obstacles [43].

The comprehensive analysis of equivalent diameters De, round-
ness U and radial deviations in the present study yields an over-
view of the surface properties along with quantitative estimates
of texture characteristics as a function of channel geometry, build
orientation and contour parameters. The channels with the most
accurate De are obtained in the vertical orientation of 90� (Fig. 9
and Fig. 11), consistent with literature [20–23]. However, in the
complex geometries of gas turbine components such as combus-
tion chambers, vertical alignment for multidirectional channels
often cannot be ensured, so their optimisation at low build angles
is a high priority in LPBF.

With the decrease of the build orientation from vertical (90�) to
horizontal (0�), the roundness of the larger, 1000 mmwide channels
in the cylindrical samples decreased significantly fromU� 0.96 for
the to 0.37 (Fig. 11; Section 3.2). The equivalent diameter De

reduced from ~990 to ~800 mm for the horizontal build direction
and the number of downskin defects rendered the channel only
semi-passable. The obtained channels have an extremely inhomo-
geneous roughness distribution with high values in the overhang-
ing downskin region of the channel, which depends strongly on the
angle of inclination. Melt beads, in some cases with sizes of up to
150–200 mm, are clearly visible for all different inclinations for
round and droplet-shaped surfaces. Due to the locally high laser
energy input into the downskin areas (i.e., heat accumulation or
overheating) and their unsupported nature, the liquid melt can
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penetrate further into powder below [19–21] and cause the forma-
tion of such defects. The downskin effects are, thus, the main
reason for the loss in geometric accuracy observed in any of the flat
channels.

The quality of the inner downskin surfaces at low inclines of
22.5� and 45� was improved by using an elongated droplet shape
with a triangular apex. This resulted in a significant improvement
of the roundness (e.g., from 0.37 to 0.57 and from 0.41 to 0.62 at 0�
and 22.5� inclinations for the target diameter of 1000 mm, respec-
tively; Fig. 9 (a, b) and Fig. 10 (a, b)). While small round channels of
500 mm target diameter were partly unpassable at the inclination
of 22.5� or below, similarly small channels with droplet-shape
were fully continuous (Fig. S4, supplementary materials).

In the second step (Section 3.3), the droplet shape was opti-
mized and simultaneously combined with contour parameters
optimized on the outer flat surfaces (Section 3.1). The channel
cross-sections in the cylindrical specimen showed a decrease of
the effective height approximately proportional to the cosine of
their inclination (Fig. S2, supplementary materials). The sharp tri-
angular apex of the initial droplet shape was unfavourable. Thus,
the droplet geometry was improvement by replacing the triangular
apex by a smaller circle scaling with the inclination (Fig. S3, sup-
plementary materials). Moreover, contour parameters optimized
on outer surfaces were used in the final test elements (Section 3.3).

The effect of the switch from initial to optimized parameters
illustrated in Fig. 12 (a) and (b) consisted of a strong reduction
on the scattering of the roundness and diameters besides generally
improving both properties. At a steeper inclination of 45�, on the
contrary, both the circular as well as the new droplet shaped chan-
nels consistently achieved a high roundness near ~0.9 (Fig. 13,
Fig. 14). Only the De values improved with the modified cross sec-
tion (Fig. 15 (b)).

The new channel geometry itself resulted in improved overall
roundness and a sizable reduction in the number of fusion beads
(Fig. 10 (b) versus Fig. 12 (a); inclination of 22.5�). This can be
rationalized from a closer analysis of the channel shape and surface
orientations building on an approach used by Klingaa and cowork-
ers, who studied the generally increased roughnesses on downskin
surfaces of round channels [18 and 50]. These authors used a
method, in which the linear or the surface mean arithmetic rough-
ness Ra or Sa, respectively, was computed from the distance to fit-
ted elliptical surfaces along the channel length and shown as a
function of the radial (or polar) angle. This provided a maximum
roughness at the downskin position (polar angle b = 180�) for
Fig. 16. (a) Change of the angle n between build direction and local surface normal of a ro
of polar angle b from the channel axis (b = 0� was defined to be upskin orientation, both
n = 90�remain. (b) Corresponding surface orientations n in the optimized droplet geome
shape shown for an inclination of a = 22.5�.
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any inclination (a) of the channels [18] consistent with common
experience in LPBF.

While it is difficult to compare the results of the different
sources quantitatively given different channel diameters, different
alloys and different characterization (e.g., the varying resolutions
in CT), correlating roughness and geometrical precision with angu-
lar properties allows a very instructive analysis for a connection
with the LPBF build process. The approach can be furthered by
accounting for the build inclination in the calculation of the local
surface angles, i.e. determining the angle n between build direction
and the surface normal locally at each spot of the channel (Fig. 16):
n = 0� corresponds to a horizontal upskin plane, 90� vertical walls,
and 180� to downskin regions. For a circular channel cross section,
a steeper inclination generally raises the local angles n of the inner
surfaces of the lower half and decreases them in the top part, both
approaching n = 90� when the channel is oriented vertically
(a = 90�; Fig. 16 (a)). Thus, the downskin surfaces with normals
of |n| > 135�, which for horizontal round channels scale linearly
with b up to 180� (n = b), are gradually diminished at steeper build
orientations. Generally, it is accepted that surfaces with downskin
angles higher than roughly |n| � 135–140� (i.e. smaller than 40–45�
when defined inversely) require supports and cause particularly
deteriorated surface qualities.

This representation also allows to illustrate the advantage of the
optimized droplet shapes in terms of the LPBF build process:
Despite similarly low build inclinations a, |n| only reaches <
~110� (a = 22.5�) and < ~105� (a = 45�) for the larger part of the
channel circumference due to the flat plateaus at channel flanks
from |b| = 95� to ca. 155�. This accounts for the improvement of
the channel properties as shown in the further discussion. Higher
|n| values, close to the values of the corresponding round channels,
result only at |b| > 155� for the relatively narrow top section (the
smaller circle in the channel design).

Firstly, the angular analysis (Fig. 17) allows connecting the geo-
metrical accuracy of the round channels obtained in the wall seg-
ments with the polar orientation of the local channel region. This
verifies that the loss in geometrical accuracy (e.g., Fig. 14) and
roundness (e.g., Fig. 13) primarily occurs in the top region roughly
between |b| � 100� and 180� for all non-vertical build orientations
below a � 90�. The polar diagram Fig. 17 (b) shows again that the
loss in effective channel height scaling with decreasing build
direction.

In case of the optimized droplet-cross section, a similar trend is
obtained in the downskin region although less pronounced, signi-
und channel at different build inclinations of a = 0�, 22.5�, 45� and 90� as a function
the surface normal and build direction are parallel). For a = 90�, only vertical walls
try at a = 22.5� and 45�. (c) |n| angles for selected regions of the optimized droplet



Fig. 17. (a) An example of a 3D deviation profile Sz from the nominal surface of 1000 mm target diameter as a function of polar angle b for the round shape at a = 22.5�. (b)
Radial distance profiles from the channel axis averaged over the channel length and smoothed for different channels and build directions a = 22.5� and 45� (round: broken
lines; droplet: continuous lines). The data was computed using AVIZO� from the segmented CT data (Section 3.3). A nominal circular channel with a target diameter of
1000 mm corresponds to a radial distance of 500 mm.
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fying that the modified shape provides less dependence on the
build angle. The channels shape remains larger than the nominal
round shape in the long axis of the droplet form. However, the
sides of the droplet channels (i.e., up to |b| � 150�) are smaller than
the nominal cross section and still vary somewhat for each
inclination.

The loss of geometrical accuracy for these channels with rela-
tively small diameters is caused by the poor surface qualities typ-
ical and inherent to powder-based LPBF. In order to further
understand the usefulness of the modification of the geometries
as well as the increase of the build orientations to improve the
inner surfaces, Ra was computed from the segmented CT data of
the round and droplet-shaped channels of the wall segments (see
Fig. 3 and Section 3.3). Given the limited voxel size of (7.5 mm)3

of the CT data, and, thus, an effective resolution of ~22 mm, the
Ra values from CT, however, should always be treated with care
and can only qualitatively be compared with data from higher res-
olution methods such the LSM used on the external surfaces. First,
the segmented CT data was binarized and then imported as image
stack into python(X,Y) [57,58]. An elliptical fit carried out with the
numpy package was applied to each slice for computing the center
of gravity. The centers positions of the slides were then fitted with
a straight line for subsequent calculations assuming that the ellipse
center should ideally remain constant along a straight channel.
Next, linear height profiles were computed along the channel
length for each distinct radial angle (in 0.1� steps) as a function
of the distance r to the fitted center of gravity. From these linear
height profiles, Ra was computed following Eq. (5):
Ra� ¼ 1
N

XN
n¼1

rn � r
���� ��� ð5Þ

This approach using Ra profiles along a channel wall instead of
Sa (determined form an area) allows computing the roughness in
structures with arbitrary cross-sections. The resulting Ra profiles
of identical channels (in terms of contour parameters, shape and
inclination) in specimen of different XY orientation were averaged
and plotted against the polar angle b (Fig. 18 (a)).
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The Ra profiles of the 45� inclined channels are generally
slightly lower in amplitude than those at the flatter 22.5� build
angle. Generally, all profiles are roughly symmetric around the ver-
tical mirror plane (through b = 0� and 180�) of the channel geom-
etry, showing the highest Ra values for high nangles corresponding
to the upper downskin region. Around the bottom center of each
channel a slightly increased Ra value (~20 mm for a = 45� and
22.5�) is found, whereas surface angles near 90� corresponding to
vertical surfaces lead to a minimum roughness value of ~10–
15 mm (these values are, however, close to the voxel size). A similar
behavior was observed in Ref. [18] (voxel size (15.9 mm)3) for
a = 45� and 30�, which passes into strong local maxima near |b|
� 45� at lower inclinations attributed to the stair case effect [18].

The key feature accounting for the improvement of the channel
qualities can be illustrated from the behavior at 90� � |b| � 100�,
where the round and droplet-shaped geometries show qualitative
differences: For round shapes at 22.5� inclination, the steep rise of
Ra connected with the downskin regions begins at polar angles
exceeding roughly |b| � 100� (Ra up to ~50 mm), i.e. for surfaces
bent inwards by ~10–20� from the vertical. For the droplet-
shapes, in contrast, the increase is delayed to |b| � ~150�: The frac-
tion of the channel surface area consisting of critical downskin
regions with high surface angles leading to poor quality is strongly
reduced by the shape modification (albeit with Ra increasing
to ~50 mm at the tip of the droplet cross section, within the limited
CT resolution similar to that of the round channels).

The change in behavior of Ra for the different channel regions
can also be discerned when the representation of Ra is transformed
into a function of the local surface angle n with respect to the build
direction (Fig. 18 (b)). Depending on the steepness of the inclina-
tion, the Ra curves range from 22.5�–157.5� (a = 22.5�) and 45�–
135� (45�), showing that the increase in build angle effectively
reduces the fraction of downskin area already sizably. In neither
case truly horizontal upskin regions (n = 0�) remain since the chan-
nels are tilted.

Consequently, and connected directly to the shrinking of the
range of surface angles at steeper inclines, also the amplitudes of
Ra in the channel are reduced from up to ~50 mm (a = 22.5�)
to ~35 mm (45�; both shapes). The truncated range of n due to



Fig. 18. (a). Ra averaged over the channels of samples at different planer orientations XY for the round and optimized droplet-shaped channels in wall segments produced at
inclinations of 22.5� and 45� as a function of polar angle b. (b) Corresponding representation of Ra averaged over both symmetric polar angles ± b of the channel versus the
computed angle between the build direction and the surface normal in the nominal CAD geometry at the corresponding polar angle |n|. A discontinuity at (|n|= ~110�) is
observed in this representation for the droplet shapes due to the long linear side sections, which at both inclinations of 22.5� and 45� lead to constant angles of ~110�
and ~105� with respect to the build direction.
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the steeper build angle almost eliminates the region of extremely
poor surfaces (|n| � ~135�; corresponding to |b| � ~150� in a hori-
zontal orientation) for the droplet shape: Only an early increase
appears to be present. Similarly, for the round shape the angular
distribution inside the channel becomes more favorable. Qualita-
tively, however, the behavior at 45� inclination remains similar,
showing a slight minimum of Ra near vertical orientations of |b| =
|n| = 90� and a subsequent increase for the round and droplet forms
at |n|�~110�.

Therefore, the analysis of the roughness as a function of the sur-
face normal angle with respect to the build direction provides a
clear link to the LPBF process itself and validates the choice of
the scaled droplet design. The analyzed CT data confirm that for
the small channels produced in Inconel 718, the optimized shape
effectively reduces the fraction of internal surface area to angles
of |n| � ~135�, reliably eliminating the critical surfaces towards
the horizontal top region that is most affected by inward melting
and the angular range causing the loss of geometric accuracy.
The almost vertical walls with |n| = 105� to ~110� that result from
the scaled droplet shape design (for ~110� � |b| � ~150�) are more
stabilized since they are not primarily over the powder bed.

Thus, minimizing the surface regions with high surface normal
orientations |n|� ~135� by suitable designs is the key in the LPBF
manufacturing of these channels.
5. Conclusions

A LPBF strategy was developed for manufacturing internal
channels at different build directions in thin-walled in Inconel
718 structures. At the first stage, the LPBF contour parameters
were optimized with regard to a minimal roughness of external
surfaces with build inclinations of 45�, 90� and 135� with respect
to the build platform. The contour scan speed and laser power
were varied and the resulting roughness characterized by confocal
laser scanning microscopy. The optimal contour parameters
PCL = 180 W and vCL = 1000 mm/s (EL = 0.118 J/mm) with a scan
sequence of bulk before contour (‘‘inside ? outside”) provide a
reduction of the arithmetic mean roughness Sa, e.g., to ~7.2 mm
for vertical surfaces.

In the second stage, the effect of the build orientation on the
quality of internal, free-shaped surfaces were investigated on
cylindrical specimens with thin internal channels of 500, 700 and
18
1000 mm diameter. As the build orientation decreased, inward
melting effects of the unsupported, flat downskin regions led to
surface defects such as adhering, partially molten residual powder
particles or melt beads with a size of up to 200 mm, causing a
strong deterioration of the manufacturing accuracy. Notably, for
smaller channels the geometric accuracy deteriorated sizably.
The use of a droplet-shaped cross section with triangular extension
in the downskin section showed sizably increased roundness val-
ues and effective diameters closer to the target values.

The results of these investigations allowed an optimization of
the channel geometry at inclinations <90� by combining the opti-
mized contour scan parameters with a further optimization of
the droplet shape. The triangular extension was replaced by a
smaller circle that scales with the cosine of the build orientation,
providing extended planar side flanks to the channels. The opti-
mized droplet shape contributed significantly to supressing the
formation of the poor downskin sections in the channels and gen-
erally improved channel properties:

� at an inclination of 22.5�, the roundness was increased from ~0.4
to ~0.8 (for the droplet-shaped channels with deviations of the
equivalent diameter being smaller than 50 mm),

� at an inclination of 45�, a roundness of ~0.9 was obtained for all
channel shapes and the target diameter was achieved within
20 mm.

An analysis of the local surface qualities inside the channel as
function of the radial position and the build orientation revealed
that particularly those surface regions contributed to a loss of geo-
metrical accuracy that reached surface normal angles exceed-
ing ~150� with respect to the build direction. These correspond
to particularly flat downskin faces (<30� downskin angle, close to
the horizontal) and showed a very high increase of their surface
roughness due to melt bead formation frommelting into an unsup-
ported powder bed. Thus, it can be confirmed that the modification
of the droplet shape using the design scaling with inclination suc-
ceeds in effectively reducing the channel area with flat, rather hor-
izontal wall sections at low inclines of 22.5� and 45� as compared
to simple round channel cross-sections. This allows for a better sta-
bilization of the melt tracks formed towards the channel top
regions. The angular analysis, moreover, provides a data basis for
predicting surface roughness as a function of the surface angles
in component design.
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Therefore, using the optimized contour parameters in conjunc-
tion with the modified CAD minimizes these downskin effects and
allows manufacturing channels with sufficient roundness and
diameters. The presented quantitative results of surface roughness
of external and internal structures can be used in further modelling
the formation of surfaces in LPBF process simulations.
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Fig. S1. Side views of cylinders produced with a different slope of the cylinder axis with respect 
to the working platform: 0° (a), 22.5° (b), 45° (c) and 90° (d). The middle row represents frontal 
images of cylinders with round channels produced at 0° (e), 22.5° (f), 45° (g) and 90° (h). Below 
are the cylinders with droplet shaped channels, produced at 0° (i) and 22.5° (j). The target 
geometry is shown in Fig. S3 (a, b). The cylinder orientation with in the working platform and build 
direction corresponds to the scheme (k) and is marked with a red arrow in pictures (a)–(d). 
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Fig. S2. Proposal for adjusting the channel height depending on the inclination angle α: 
photographic images of channels produced at 0° (a), 22.5° (b), 45° (c) and 90° (d) with the actual 
profile marked by a white circle for the target diameter D0 - on the top and approximation of height 
h using cosine α – in the table below. 

 

 

Fig. S3. Round (a) and droplet-shaped channel geometry with a target diameter Do: (b) - for the 
cylindrical samples with a sharp-angled peak (Section 2.1.2.) and (c) - an adapted form for the 
finite test segments (Section 2.1.3.). The numerical parameters are shown in Table S1. 
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Table S1. Numerical parameters of shaped channels as a function of the build direction. 

Channel 
geometry 
according 

to Fig. 
S3 

Build 
direc-
tion, 

α 
[°] 

Chan-
nels 

shape 

Defined CAD geometry 
Target 

geometry 

Diameter 
[µm] 

Peak 
height 

h 
[µm] 

Area × 
10-6 

[µm2] 

Perime-
ter [µm] 

De 
[µm] 

Round
ness 

Φ 

De 

[µm] 

Round- 
ness  

Φ base 
D0 

upper 
Du 

b) in 
cylind-
rical 

samples 
(Section 

2.1.2) 

all 
direc-
tions:  

 
0, 

22.5, 
45, 
90 

round 

500 - 0 0.196 1570 500 1 500 1 

700 - 0 0.385 2198 700 1 700 1 

1000 - 0 0.785 3140 1000 1 1000 1 

droplet 

500 - 125 0.214 1709 522 0.920 500 1 

700 - 175 0.419 2393 731 0.919 700 1 

1000 - 250 0.855 3419 1044 0.919 1000 1 

c) in final 
test 

elements 
(Section 

2.1.3) 

22.5 
round 1000 - 0 0.785 3140 1000 1 1000 1 

droplet 1000 462 462 1.034 3834 1148 0.883 1000 1 

45 
round 1000 - 0 0.785 3140 1000 1 1000 1 

droplet 1000 350 350 0.948 3630 1099 0.904 1000 1 

b) Peak height of the droplet channels in the cylindrical samples: h = Do/4 

c) Upper diameter of the droplet channels in the final test segments: Du=Do*cos(α)/2 

 

Fig. S4. CT reconstruction of all channels (the target diameters of 1000 µm, 700 µm and 500 µm 
three times each) in cylinders manufactured horizontally (0°; (a) and (c)) and at an inclination of 
22.5°((b) and (d)) to the working platform: round channel shape ((a) and (b)) compared to the 
droplet form ((c) and (d)). The Inconel 718 material is transparent, and the colour corresponds to 
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the mean curvature. Discontinuities of small channels are marked by black circles. When using 
the droplet shape, even the small channels are continuous. 

 

Fig. S5. Roundness Φ (a, b) and equivalent diameter De (c, d) of the all channels (31000 µm, 

3×700 µm and 3×500 µm of the target diameter) at the horizontal manufacturing of 0° (a, c) and 

inclined at 22.5° (b, d) channels surfaces. The round channel shape (a, b) are compared to the 

droplet (c, d). 


